German Theatre and Orchestra Association
Theatre Statistic
How to use the theatre statistics - an introduction
The present theatre statistics offer you an overview of the most important data concerning the publicly
funded and commercial theatres, the orchestras and the festival organizers in Germany. They give an almost
complete picture of the existing, publicly funded establishments.
Every single theatre is portrayed with information regarding the establishment, performances and
attendance, personnel, takings and expenditures, and admission. For clarity, some data has been condensed
to key figures and is displayed in the table as relative figures.
In the totals tables, the data has been aggregated according to the federal principle, first on the länder level
and then on the federal level. Because of their great detail, the theatre statistics offer a lot of information.
They can be the basis for a whole range of analyses.
However, in some instances, the interpretation of the data requires close inspection, e.g. when directly
comparing the capacity utilization rates of two venues. If the number of available seats at the presumably
more successful venue is half that of the other, the venues are not comparable. The catchment area of the
theatres in question and its population density have to be considered as well. Finally, the total number of
performances has to be taken into consideration. It is evidently easier to sell out 30 performances than 300.
Therefore the capacity utilization rates are listed for observing the in-house development rather than for
inter-regional comparison. Great care should nonetheless be exercised when using these statistics for intercompany comparisons.
Staffing levels should be regarded with similar caution. A comparison of technical departments is feasible
only if the technical facilities are similar. A theatre that features a stage area with a wing has more efficient
storage options than one without. The shorter distance and transportation time show correspondingly in
staffing levels.
Likewise, administrative staffing levels can only be compared if additional details are available. One theatre
might handle payroll accounting through the municipal administration while another has its own
employees for that purpose. Positions such as janitor, doorman, box office and cloakroom attendants or even
internet and ticketing support are done in-house in certain theatres while others outsource them.
These examples demonstrate the limits of statistical representation. These present statistics, however,
provide complex and in-depth data. You will not be able to find a similar elaboration in another publication.
They illustrate the diversity and dissimilarity of the German theatre and orchestra scene in a very special
way.
Copyright notice
The tables and data surveys published within these theatre statistics are protected by copyright law. Any
reproduction, such as reprint or internet distribution, be it altered or unaltered, is subject to explicit prior
written consent of Deutscher Bühnenverein. The reproduction of individual figures and findings from these
statistics is permitted. Furthermore, any use of the data by federal, land or municipal offices for statistics is
permitted as well. Any use authorized by the German copyright law remains unaffected. All publications of
data must state their source (theatre statistics of the Deutscher Bühnenverein).

Theatre Statistics - 1 - theatre establishments
Publicly funded theatre establishments, venues, seating capacities, liable entity and legal structure
Signs and symbols
- not available
• indication of a number impossible
0 greater than zero but smaller than half the smallest unit used in the table
*data referring to the season
Legal structure
AöR = Anstalt des öffentlichen Rechts ≈ statutory corporation
e.V. = eingetragener Verein ≈ non-profit organization
GbR = Gesellschaft bürgerlichen Rechts ≈ private partnership
gGmbh = gemeinnützige Gesellschaft mit beschränkter Haftung ≈ not-for-profit corporation
GmbH = Gesellschaft mit beschränkter Haftung ≈ limited liability corporation
Theatres: Permanent, resident and travelling theatre companies that have performed during the mentioned
period and have their own cast, but not touring productions or community theatres (children‘s theatre, folk
theatre) as well as variety shows and cabarets. Public theatres are those that depend legally and / or
economically on a land, a municipality or an association of municipalities, no matter what legal structure the
theatre has. The regional theatres are listed with their head offices‘ municipality. Commercial theatres: see
table 10.
Venues: The individual venues of a theatre (Großes Haus, or large house, Kleines Haus, or small house,
intimate theatre, university theatre etc.) including open-air theatres and concert halls etc.
Explanation of the individual table columns
1) Seats: Column 1 shows the maximum number of seats that are available at the venue based on its original
floor plan. However, the number of seats that are actually available for ticketing is often lower, either
because certain seats in the original floor plan are excluded from ticketing for their poor view, or because a
certain production during the season in question takes up part of the auditorium, making a number of seats
unavailable.
2) The data in column 2 takes both of these potential reductions of the seating capacity into account and
gives the average seating capacity available for ticketing during the season for each venue.
3) The calculation per 1,000 inhabitants in column 3 initially leaves out open-air theatres, concert halls and
the like but gives the relative figure for the total seating capacity in a municipality (including open-air
theatres etc.) in brackets.
4) The liable entity of theatres that have civil-law capacities (such as GmbH‘s) is understood to be the
governmental unit(s) that mainly finance(s) the theatre. If the theatre administration is integrated into the
municipality‘s administration, the legally liable entity is the one that is also economically liable.

Theatre statistics - 2 - Performances
Signs and symbols
- not available
• indication of a number impossible
0 greater than zero but smaller than half the smallest unit used in the table
*data referring to the season
Performances: Excluding variety events and performances that have no theatre character; in the case of
concerts, including repeats . Not included in table 2 are the concerts of independent orchestras that have
their own budget but serve the theatre as well. These are shown in table 9a.
Explanation of the individual table columns
5) Plays: Musical comedies, the cast of which are mostly actors, count as plays.
6) Children‘s and youth theatre: Includes children‘s opera, children‘s ballet etc.
9) Other performances: Cabaret, lectures, recitals, puppet theatre etc.

10) Theatre-related programs: Introductions, special events for teachers, guided tours and other events that
serve the purpose of educational outreach and that are offered free of charge or for a small surcharge.
Performances listed here are not included in the calculation of relative figures.
Theatre statistics - 3 - spectators
Signs and symbols
- not available
• indication of a number impossible
0 greater than zero but smaller than half the smallest unit used in the table
*data referring to the season
Explanation of the individual table columns
7) Concert spectators: Spectators at performances of the resident theatre orchestra only. Spectators at
performances of independent orchestras are listed in table 9a.
9) Other performances: Cabaret, lectures, recitals, puppet theatre etc.
10) Theatre-related programs: The data is not included in the relative figures (table 8). However, they
document the abilities of the theatres and are therefore included for your information.
12) Season tickets: Excluding youth season tickets, which are listed separately in column 13
13) Spectators‘ organizations: Folk theatre, theatre community, culture circles, spectators‘ circles etc.
14) Student tickets: Including exclusive performances for schools and student‘s season tickets.
15) Other discounted tickets: Tickets for businesses and travel agencies, and promotional discounts, such as
last-minute tickets, Theatre card etc.
16) Employee tickets: Discounted or tax-only tickets for theatre employees.
19) Out-of-town guest performances: Some theatres are unable to indicate the number of spectators at their
guest performances in other towns because they receive remuneration from the organizers for the entire
performance, irrespective of attendance figures. Therefore, the theatre administration never receives this
information. In these cases, spectators of guest performances had to be disregarded in column 19, total
number of spectators.

Theatre statistics - 4 - personnel
Signs and symbols
- not available
• indication of a number impossible
0 greater than zero but smaller than half the smallest unit used in the table
*data referring to the season
Explanation of the individual table columns
1)-24) Employed staff: Employees subject to social insurance contributions, grouped into permanent staff,
i.e. employed over the entire season and subject to unionized pay scale agreements (columns 1 - 23), and
temporary staff (columns 24 and 25).
1) Management: General Director, Managing Director, Heads of Division (excluding assistants), Scenario
Editor, Music Director, Artistic Administrator, Technical Director, Wardrobe Supervisor.
4) Members of the orchestra: Only members of the theatre‘s resident orchestra. If another orchestra with its
own budget contributes to musical performances, its personnel is listed in table 9a.
7) Non-performing artistic staff: Dramaturges, Stage Managers, Prompters, Direction and Production
Assistants, Artistic Administration Office, Répétiteurs, Resident Directors, Press and Public Relations Office,
etc.
8) Actors in children‘s and youth theatre: Actors who exclusively act in the category children‘s and youth
theatre, if it is produced as a separate category.
9) Non-performing artistic staff in children‘s and youth theatre: Dramaturges, Dramatic Arts Educators,
Director‘s Assistants etc., who work exclusively in children‘s and youth theatre.
10) Total artistic staff: Totals from management to children‘s and youth theatre (columns 1-9).
11) Stagecraft: Stagehands and technicians, light board operators, sound operators, property masters,
weapons masters, media technicians, orchestra managers and librarians, etc.
12) Shops: Scenic carpenters, metalworkers, charge artists, set decorators, plasterers etc.

14) Costumes: Tailors, dressers, shoemakers, modistes etc.
15) Employment based on the collective wage agreement NV Bühne SR Bühnentechniker: Proportion of
technicians who are employed on the basis of the NV Bühne Sonderregelung Bühnentechniker (Theatre
Standard Contract, Special Agreement Stage Technicians)
16) 20) Positions / additional information: The figures for employment take part-time positions into
account.
18) House management: Doormen, cloakroom attendants, ushers, custodial technicians, janitors etc.
19) Sales: Employees of the divisions box-office and season tickets.
24) Production-related guest contracts: Service or employment contracts for individual productions, such as
actors, singers, Assistant Directors.
25) Guest appearances: Soloists who stand in at individual evening performances, usually in musical
theatre.
26) Service Contracts: Freelance work on the basis of a contract for work and labour or a service contract,
e.g. guest directors, stage designers, costume designers, composers.
If the administration, the janitorial services, or the production of the costumes and the decoration is not done
in-house but is subcontracted partly or entirely, this is indicated in annotations.

Theatre statistics - 5 - revenue
Takings and appropriations
Signs and symbols
- not available
• indication of a number impossible
0 greater than zero but smaller than half the smallest unit used in the table
*data referring to the season
Takings: According to actual receipts including any appropriations to public theatres under municipal or
land control on the basis of the municipal and land finance statistics under the present budget system. When
figures are on the basis of the season, this is indicated by an asterisk (*).
Explanation of the individual table columns
1) Full-price tickets: Takings from the sale of tickets sold at least at full price (e.g. opening night tickets sell
at a higher price).
4) Youth performances, youth season tickets: Including student tickets.
5) Other discounted and tax-only tickets, honorary and free tickets: takings from discounted group tickets,
those sold at a promotional discount, as well as takings from personnel and tax-only tickets, honorary and
free tickets.
11) Dissolution of reserves: E.g. for partial retirement, paid-vacation claims, deferred maintenance.
12) Other revenue: Revenue from commercial activity, proceeds from the sale of objects, income from
interest, loan return flows.
13) Subsidies from private institutions: Such as donations and sponsoring.
15) – 21) Appropriations and subsidies: From the federal government, länder, municipalities, associations
of municipalities [including Bezirks- and Landschaftsverbände (regional organizations)], subsidies from
statutory corporations (e.g. radio stations, lotteries) and EU project funding.
23) Special financing revenue: reported annual deficit, loans, transfers from reserves, funds and stocks,
budgetary offsetting.
25) Operating contribution: The difference between operating expenses and operating revenue. Operating
expenses equals total expenses except interest and loan redemption obligations, special financing expenses
(reserves etc.) and construction expenses. Operating revenue equals total revenue except appropriations
from public corporations, donations and special financing revenue (transfers from reserves).
When making comparisons of financial results of individual theatres, bear in mind that tasks are not
always identical (e.g. assumption of administrative tasks by centralized offices of the public administration,
subcontracting of janitorial tasks or the production of costumes). Different methods of bookkeeping may be
used (fund or double-entry accounting), the latter especially by theatres that have civil-law capacities.
Within one method of accounting, items can be entered into different positions, which explains considerable
differences in accumulative positions (table 6, columns 20 and 34). Where known, these deviations are
explained in annotations.

Theatre statistics - 6 - expenditures
Expenditures and their classification
Signs and symbols
- not available
• indication of a number impossible
0 greater than zero but smaller than half the smallest unit used in the table
*data referring to the season
Expenses: For public theatres under municipal or land control - on the basis of the municipal and land
finance statistics under the present budget system. Including interest and loan redemption obligations,
special financing revenue (transfers from reserves etc.), and construction expenses, as mandated by present
budgetary law. Theatres that have civil-law capacities use their economic calculation. When figures are on
the basis of the season, this is indicated by an asterisk (*).
Personnel expenses: Including pensions, social security contributions, additional retirement provisions
contributions, and any other allocations.
Explanation of the individual table columns
3) Expenses for members of the theatre orchestra: Including reimbursements to independent orchestras for
theatre performance.
16) Non-permanent personnel and service contracts: Expenses for guests, guest performances and service
contracts related to an individual production.
17) Expenses for temporary personnel: Technical help, choir help, special choir, extras, temporary
musicians, unskilled labour.
18) Other personnel expenses: Training courses and continuing education, benefits and such, personnelrelated tangible expenses (contributions to employee functions, social institutions, travelling allowances etc.)
19) Retirement benefits and reserves: Retirement benefits and reserves for partial retirement, paid-vacation
claims etc., financial aid.
21) Administrative expenses: Operational requirements, books, magazines, postage, telecommunications
fees, costs associated with vehicle ownership etc.
25) Royalties and cost of material: GEMA, GVL, VG Wort (German copyright collection societies for
performance, music and written material, respectively); tablature, librettos and playbooks (purchased
material); cost of renting material.
31) Internal offsetting: Budgetary offsetting.
32) Depreciation: Depreciation of operating resources, buildings and property.
33) Other operating expenses: Cost of radio and television broadcasting, concerts (soloists, hall rent,
additional labour etc.), work and protective clothes, expert assessments, court and similar fees, business
trips, petty cash, taxes, fees, insurance payments, ticket printing cost, transportation costs, travel expenses,
provisions, opening night expenses, doctor‘s fees and prescriptions.
36) Special financing expenses: Reported annual profit, allocation of reserves, provisions, other expenses
related to investment that is not subject to depreciation.
37) Construction expenses: New buildings and reconstruction, additions and remodelling, large-scale
renovations.

Theatre statistics - 7 - admissions
Admission prices
Signs and symbols
- not available
• indication of a number impossible
0 greater than zero but smaller than half the smallest unit used in the table
*data referring to the season
Admission at full price in Euros, excluding advance booking fee. Musical theatre includes dance theatre.
Children‘s and youth theatre includes puppet theatre.

Explanation of the individual table columns
3) 6) 9) 12) Weighted average ticket price: When calculating the weighted average ticket price, the different
price categories are weighted by the number of seats available in each one.

Theatre statistics - 8 - relative figures
Relative figures for spectators, box-office results, appropriations
Signs and symbols
- not available
• indication of a number impossible
0 greater than zero but smaller than half the smallest unit used in the table
*data referring to the season
Utilization of seating capacity: Number of spectators as a percentage of seating capacity.
As a general rule, the figures for seating utilization (columns 2-8) are calculated on the basis of the number
of seats available for ticketing (table 1, column 1). The total number of seats that were actually available at
the performances of an art category is calculated using the products of “number of seats at a performance of
the production in question“ times “the number of performances of that work,“ added up for all productions
in that art category during the season in question. When the data on the seating capacity actually available
for ticketing was not obtainable, the maximum seating capacity based on the original floor plan (table 1,
column 1) was used instead.
Explanation of the individual table columns
1) Performances: Sum of all shows excluding puppet theatre, own guest performances, other performances
and theatre-related programs.
10) Box-office takings: Own operating revenue (excluding appropriations and subsidies) as a percentage of
operating expenses (cf. “operating appropriations“).
11) Operating appropriation per spectator: The calculation of the total number of spectators is based on all
branch venues for regional theatres, and on the venues at the head offices of the theatre for all other theatres.
12) Average takings per spectator: Own operating revenue (excluding appropriations and subsidies) in
Euros per spectator (basis of calculation for number of spectators, cf. annotation to column 10).
13) Proportion of personnel expenses as a percentage of total expenses: Expenses for personnel in percent
of overall expenses.

Theatre statistics - 9 - orchestra
Signs and symbols
- not available
• indication of a number impossible
0 greater than zero but smaller than half the smallest unit used in the table
*data referring to the season
Liable Entity
Anstalt des öffentlichen Rechts ≈ statutory corporation
eingetragener Verein ≈ non-profit organization
Gesellschaft bürgerlichen Rechts ≈ private partnership
Gemeinnützige Gesellschaft mit beschränkter Haftung ≈ not-for-profit corporation
Gesellschaft mit beschränkter Haftung ≈ limited liability corporation
Table 9a Independent orchestras
Independent orchestras with their own budget, the liable entity of which is either a land, a district or a
municipality, or that are mainly financed by one of these if they have civil-law capacities. Usually they serve
the theatres that do not have their own orchestra.
Table 9b Resident orchestras of a theatre (theatre orchestras)
The number of personnel, concerts, and spectators as well as expenditures of theatre orchestras are
comprised in the tables about public theatres (tables 1 - 8). To give a better overview, they are listed here
again with certain key data. Sources are given in table 4 for data concerning members, in table 2 for data

concerning concerts, and in table 3 for data concerning spectators. For annotations to particulars, see the
footnotes to the respective tables.
Table 9c Radio orchestras
All orchestras that are part of a public broadcasting company are listed. The data concerning member
figures is taken from the Deutsches Bühnenjahrbuch (German theatre yearbook) published by the
Genossenschaft Deutscher Bühnen-Angehöriger (Association of German theatre members).

Theatre statistics - 10 - private theatres
Signs and symbols
- not available
• indication of a number impossible
0 greater than zero but smaller than half the smallest unit used in the table
*data referring to the season
Liable Entity
Private individual
eingetragener Verein ≈ non-profit organization
Gesellschaft bürgerlichen Rechts ≈ private partnership
Gemeinnützige Gesellschaft mit beschränkter Haftung ≈ not-for-profit corporation
Gesellschaft mit beschränkter Haftung ≈ limited liability corporation
Aktiengesellschaft ≈ incorporation, plc
Offene Handelsgesellschaft ≈ general partnership
Private theatres are those with their own venue that engage professional actors. Their legal and economic
liability lies with a private individual, or a legal person the shareholders, partners or associates of which are
exclusively natural persons.

Theatre statistics - 11 - festivals
Signs and symbols
- not available
• indication of a number impossible
0 greater than zero but smaller than half the smallest unit used in the table
*data referring to the season
Liable Entity
Private individual
eingetragener Verein ≈ non-profit organization
Gesellschaft bürgerlichen Rechts ≈ private partnership
Gemeinnützige Gesellschaft mit beschränkter Haftung ≈ not-for-profit corporation
Gesellschaft mit beschränkter Haftung ≈ limited liability corporation
Aktiengesellschaft ≈ incorporation, plc
Offene Handelsgesellschaft ≈ general partnership
Independent festival organizers that operate mainly during the summer. Festivals that are organized by
public theatres are included in the section about public theatres.

Theatre statistics - 12 - totals tables
Signs and symbols
- not available
• indication of a number impossible
0 greater than zero but smaller than half the smallest unit used in the table
*data referring to the season

As a general rule, rounding has been carried out without regard to the final total. Furthermore, partly
incomplete information can cause variations from the final total when adding the particulars.

Theatre statistics - 13 - annotations
Annotations
Annex
Statistics of the Austrian theatres
Signs and symbols
- not available
• indication of a number impossible
0 greater than zero but smaller than half the smallest unit used in the table
*data referring to the season
Introductory remarks
The following statistical data and calculations have been compiled on the basis of the information that the
Austrian theatre associations, the Wiener Bühnenverein (Vienna Theatre Association) and the
Theaterhalterverband österreichischer Bundesländer (Austrian theatre owners‘ association), have provided about
their theatres for the present publication. We would like to express our thanks to all of them. Since the
2004/05 season, the presentation of the theatres has been in the alphabetical order of the city names, and no
longer by size range of number of inhabitants. As usual, the statistics only include information about
professional theatres. Community and puppet theatres, as well as small and cellar theatres of the
municipalities that have no resident company, have not found entry. The information has been obtained and
compiled into tables in the same manner as in the previous years. Therefore, the indications for individual
theatres can be compared with those for past seasons. In contrast, a comparison with German theatres is not
necessarily feasible because the organizational conditions vary between the two countries. Also, financial
accounting methods differ, and the material at hand does not permit for quite as detailed an analysis as is
the case for the Federal Republic. Column 8 of table 1 gives the number of new productions, not their total
performances. Contrary to the section about German theatres, the indications of spectator figures in table 2
include only paying spectators. They have only been subdivided by genre, not by ticket category. This table
contains information about the seating capacity (column 7) and the utilization of seating capacity as
expressed in percentage (column 8). In table 3, concerning theatre personnel, orchestras are again listed
separately. The positions in table 4, concerning operating revenue and expenses, and in table 5, concerning
subsidies and / or cover of losses, have been defined corresponding to factual accounting conditions. In
column 8 of table 5, the box-office takings are indicated in percent. The calculations have been done in the
same manner as for the German theatres.

Annex
Statistics of the Swiss theatres
Signs and symbols
- not available
• indication of a number impossible
0 greater than zero but smaller than half the smallest unit used in the table
*data referring to the season
Introductory remarks
The Schweizerischer Bühnenverband (Swiss theatre association) has again kindly provided the statistical
information and calculations about its member professional theatres for the season. They are divided by the
German- and the French-speaking regions of the country. Only some of the theatres in the French-speaking
region have their own companies. The layout and content of the tables follow that of the tables about
Austrian theatres. A distinction is made between producing theatres and presenting theatres on the one
hand, and between theatres in the German and the French regions of Switzerland on the other hand, given
the stark differences in their organizational structure. All theatres listed as “producing theatres“ have their

own productions. However, whereas the theatres in German-speaking Switzerland have permanent resident
companies, this only holds true for the Grand Théâtre de Genève. The other theatres in French-speaking
Switzerland make contracts on a per-production basis (stagione system). The theatre of the Canton Zurich is
a travelling company and gives guest performances for a fixed price. The performances of the Sommertheater
Winterthur (summer theatre Winterthur) have to be considered a festival by German standards. The category
“presenting theatres“ lists only those theatres that host guest performances from out-of-town travelling
companies, do not have their own company and only exceptionally stage their own (co-)productions.

